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History in the making

Brocket Hall is steeped in history but at three years old, its golf course has some way to go to achieve legendary status. Nevertheless, Lord Brocket’s team insist on nothing but the best for this course of the future.

What the experts say

How to appoint and work with a golf course architect...how to protect the environment by not washing down your equipment...just some of the tips from the top.

Grass equipment heavyweight joins BIGGA

Massey Ferguson’s grass division say they’ve long admired the Association’s education initiatives. Now they’re helping to build on them.

Carnoustie: a sleeping giant awakes

After 20 years, the toughest links of all the championship courses is fighting fit again. With major events lined up, we talk to the people who are making it happen.

Regular features

BIGGA in focus

Just back from San Francisco, Neil Thomas reports on the GCSAA show – the biggest greenkeeping event in the world.

News

BTME rival changes its name and dates...lost St Andrews manuscript turns up after 65 years...if it’s going on, it’s here

Around the Green

Reports from our correspondents in BIGGA sections

Cover

One of the most attractive features at Brocket Hall golf course – the bridge built in 1760.